
2021 MEDIA KIT
Join in and be a part of the adventures of Parkland

Outdoors as these hard working hunters, anglers, and
outdoor enthusiasts bring their experiences from the

field for everyone to enjoy and feel a part of.

Each video and post brings unforgetable live action from
their adventures in some of the best big game hunting

landscapes and fishing hot spots to be found in the
outdoors.

Join the Parkland Outdoors team as they produce
amazing video and stories to be shared for generations.



Who We Are

Matt Depeel

Grant Burwash

Allen Shaw

Kevin Morris

Nick Taylor

Matt was raised hunting, trapping and fishing. With a bachelor of science degree in
Environmental & Conservation Sciences, and a lifetime of experience, his passion for
the outdoors has led him to many amazing experiences in the field. He brings a
strong bowhunting background to the team and is excited to share his knowledge
and experience with others. He takes pride in bringing new people to the sport of
hunting, especially his two children.

Spending the first 14 years of his life in rural Manitoba, Grant began hunting and
fishing with his father at an early age. Moving to Alberta gave him the opportunity to
hunt and fly-fish the beautiful foot hills of the Rocky Mountains. He has also been
blessed with the opportunity to hunt in South Africa.Leading up to the hunting
season he spends lots of time hand loading, shooting, and doing load development
for various caliber rifles at his local gun range where he also sits as a director.

Allen, aka “Shotgun Al Shaw”, is a lifelong outdoorsman and avid hunter of big game.
His father introduced him to the outdoor lifestyle at an early age harvesting his first
whitetail deer at age 12.He loves to share his passion with others who are new to or
interested in the lifestyle, including his daughter Kennedy who shares his obsession
with the outdoors.  Allen is also the founder of the Canadian Shotgun Shooters
Facebook page, home of shotgun lovers from around the world.

Kevin’s passion for the outdoors developed from an early age. Like many Alberta
kids, he grew up with a pellet gun and fishing rod in hand. He has been hunting with
a bow and rifle for over 25 years and looks forward to each season with the same
intensity as he did in his childhood.  He has a pure obsession with hunting and the
outdoors which we all share.

Nick took up hunting, fishing and practicing archery at an early age in Salisbury, New
Brunswick.He moves to Alberta in 2006 and quickly fell in love with the Alberta
outdoors and hunting scene with all that it has to offer.Nick moved to Parkland
County in 2008 and got back into archery and started bow hunting. He loves to hunt
the Edmonton Bow Zone as it presents a variety of hunts in some nasty conditions.



Audience

@prklndoutdoors Total Organic Reach

319,223

/c/ParklandOutdoors

Total Impressions

5.1 Million

Watch Time

26,770 Hours

@ParklandOutdoors @ParklandOutdrs @ParklandOutdoors

(Statistics September 2019 - September 2020)



Advertising

Parkland Outdoor Productions provides custom advertising options in addition to basic
packages listed here.  All advertising options include social  media posts including boosting.
Contact Parkland Outdoor Productions to discuss further options for packages and budgets.

Small Banner on website home
page. Rolling exposure. (600 X 125 p)

Large Slider on top of  website
home page.  Rolling exposure. 
 (1080 X 400 p)

Outfitter Package.  Includes 30-60
second segment showcasing the
Outfitter on the dedicated video of
the hosted hunt.  Filmed and
produced by Parkland Outdoor
Productions

Social Media posts promoting
sponsors are included in all
advertising packages. 

10% of Sponsorship investment dedicated to social boosting

WEBSITE ADVERTISING

Small Banner

Large Slider

Banner and Slider ads for 1 year duration on website www.ParklandOutdoors.com

Rolling exposure on home page $400

Rolling exposure on home page $750

OUTFITTER PACKAGE

Outfitter Sponsor

30 - 60 second segment filmed and produced by Parkland Outdoors

Hosted hunt for one hunter and cameraman

Hosted hunts will include filming and production by member of Parkland Outdoors.
Outfitter sponsor without hosted hunt will be required to submit footage of facilities to Parkland Outdoors

for production of advertising segment.  Dedicated YouTube video of hunt

CONTACT PARKLAND OUTDOOR PRODUCTIONS

Matt Depeel

Kevin Morris

Matt@ParklandOutdoors.com

Kevin@ParklandOutdoors.com


